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wedotv launches FAST platform on
Eutelsat’s HOTBIRD satellites for
audiences in Italy

Paris, 15 September 2023 - Global AVOD and FAST channel programmer and
distributor wedotv is expanding its distribution strategy to include satellite
platforms, with the launch of a new wedotv FAST channel platform for
audiences in Italy via Eutelsat’s HOTBIRD satellites, at 13° East. Through this
launch, wedotv will be able to enhance and extend their current reach across
Italy to a larger audience of connected TVs, as well as to reach a new
audience of non-connected TV viewers.



Starting this month, wedotv will add a lineup of 30 FAST channels, including
its own proprietary FAST channels, wedo movies, wedo big stories and wedo
sports. Viewers with a connected TV will be also able to watch the AVOD
content through wedotv via an HbbTV App, which is accessible via an
embedded link. This will enable viewers to switch between the linear channel
and streaming content.

This client-centric, technology-agnostic approach, using satellite distribution
to deliver internet content, enables wedotv to extend the reach of their FAST
native content to audiences in hard-to-reach areas beyond terrestrial
networks. The HOTBIRD satellites are the reference video neighbourhood for
audiences in Italy.

“Through our partnership with Eutelsat, we are forging new territory in the
distribution of FAST channels; expanding the reach of OTT-delivered services to
traditional distribution platforms via HbbTV technology and further blurring the
lines of the notion of linear TV,” said Philipp Rotermund, CEO, wedotv.
“Ultimately, wedotv’s goal is to provide a seamless and convenient viewing
experience for its consumers, wherever they are located, and this is yet another
step toward doing just that.”

Laurence Delpy, General Manager of Eutelsat’s Video Business Unit added:
“We are delighted to welcome wedotv, our first FAST channel platform, to our
flagship HOTBIRD video neighbourhood. The launch of wedotv on HOTBIRD
highlights the relevance of satellite to bring new types of content to audiences
wherever they are located. By expanding their strategy and including satellite
distribution in their business model, wedotv can now reach audiences in homes
beyond terrestrial networks, with a cost-effective, sustainable and high-quality
video distribution solution.”

About Eutelsat Communications

Founded in 1977, Eutelsat Communications is one of the world's leading
satellite operators. With a global fleet of satellites and associated ground
infrastructure, Eutelsat enables clients across Video, Data, Government, Fixed
and Mobile Broadband markets to communicate effectively to their
customers, irrespective of their location. Around 7,000 television channels



operated by leading media groups are broadcast by Eutelsat to one billion
viewers equipped for DTH reception or connected to terrestrial networks.
Committed to promoting all facets of sustainable development across its
business activities, Eutelsat leverages its in-orbit resources to help bridge the
digital divide while maintaining a safe and uncluttered space environment. As
an attractive and socially responsible employer, Eutelsat assembles 1,200
men and women from 50 countries who are dedicated to delivering the
highest quality of service.

Eutelsat Communications is listed on the Euronext Paris Stock Exchange
(ticker: ETL).

For more about Eutelsat go to www.eutelsat.com
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